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Davey Wave, on straight pride, taken from youtube video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=osDckj0Dd3k
____________________________________________
Many well intentioned straight people don’t understand Gay Pride. So they ask:
I don’t see Straight pride around, so why should Gay Pride be necessary?
When straight people are kicked out and disowned by their parents for being straight, then we can make
a straight pride month.
When straight people are told that they are less than by their governments, when they pay taxes just
like everyone else and are denied the same basic rights like marriage, then I would march (my sorry ass)
in a straight pride parade.
When straight people are told that their love isn’t real, or even better that they are going to burn in hell
by their religions; that the beautiful love that they feel for their partner is evil, then we can have straight
pride.
When straight kids get teased picked on and bullied because they are straight and commit suicide
because they feel rejected and unloved, then we would need, yes THEN we would need a straight pride
parade.
When straight people get tied up beat and killed simply because of who they are and who they love then
we would need some straight pride.
To ask: Why there is not a straight pride parade implies that straight people are deprived of something
and they are NOT. Heterosexuality is embraced by society. While it is getting better for gay people, we
still really have a long way to go.
In other words: there No need for a straight pride parade because: LIFE is a straight pride parade!
So maybe the question isn’t why isn’t there a Straight Pride Parade, maybe the real Question is: What
can I do to help promote equality and fair treatment for all people.

